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ABSTRACT 

In a dynamic and shifting business environment, organizations are struggling to keep up 

with the changes and fewer companies are able to not only survive but to also maintain a 

competitive advantage against their competitors. The most important part of an 

organization is that of the sales people. This is because they are the ones who actively 

generate the income for these particular firms. Therefore, the organizations should focus 

on the factors that will trigger performance of the sales persons. The general objective of 

the study was to investigate the relationship between sales process and the performance 

of Real Estate Firms in Nairobi City County, Kenya.The study was based on two 

theories, namely, push and pull marketing theory and resource based theory. The 

population of  the study was 66 registered real estate in Nairobi City, Kenya. The study 

was collected from marketing and sales managers. Analysis was done using multiple 

linear regression and correlation analysis. It was found out that prospecting,presentation 

and follow up influence firm performance at moderate extent. It was found out that 

objections influence firm performance at great extent. The study found out that there is 

positive correlation between sales process and firm performance. The study recommends 

that real estate firms need to carry out sales practices across all sales functions of the 

companies. Special attention and more resources needs to be directed towards recruitment 

and training in order to build distinctive competencies.   
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background of the Study 

In a dynamic and shifting business environment, organizations are struggling to keep up 

with the changes and fewer companies are able to not only survive but to also maintain a 

competitive advantage against their competitors. Sales process isoshiftingofrom a 20th 

century “sellingoproductsoandoservices” model tooao21stocenturyomodel in which 

salespeopleofocusoonocustomer in meeting customer needs and wants (Festervand & 

Reidenbach 2017). Ulaga and Reinartz (2016) asserted that sales process has positive 

effect on organization performance. Marketingoandoorganizationaloscholars have long 

identifiedosalesoas an important mechanismolinkingotooperformance outcomes. On the 

other hand, Sterling, (2015) argued that sales process has negative performance and 

companies should not put more focus on it. Contrary Kowalkowski, (2017) found the 

sales process has significant effect performance at a moderate extent. 

Various theoretical approaches in relation to sales process and performance have been 

explored by different scholars. push and pull marketing theory refers to strategies that 

are focused on moving information and products between the company and consumers. 

Resource based theory focused on the organizations attention to internal resources, 

strategically realigning those resources with view of obtaining competitive advantage to 

its rival firms. 
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Financial sector and insurance sector has contributed to growth in the real estate. The 

amendment of the Banking Act of Kenya has boosted the intake of mortgage loans 

(CBK 2018). This have further led to increased levels of home ownerships however, not 

to reduce the demand for better housing. In lieu of this, real estate firms have continued 

investing in the sector with new project developments target the premium based, 

medium and low class residents (Luesby,2015). This however has not been the case for 

commercial establishments that have witnessed exclusive premium based investors in 

the sector. Nairobi City County has inadequate proper housing that meets the required 

international standards (Wisniewski, 2011). 

1.1.1 Sales Process 

Sales process isodefinedoasotheophenomenon of human-driven interactionobetween and 

within individualsooroorganizations in order toobringoaboutoeconomic exchange within 

a value-creationocontext” (Kotler, 2015). On the other hand, Ziglar (2015) 

describesothe personalosellingoprocessoas a set of steps that aOsalesperson may 

passothroughowhen makingoaosale. According to Dixon and Tanner (2015) define 

selling as the process in which the potential consumer is persuaded to purchase goods or 

services or to positively respond to the seller’s idea. In contrastotoohowothe sales 

processoisousuallyodescribed (Kotler,2015); Ziglar 2015, Moncrief & Marshall 2005), 

(Dixon &Tanner, 2015) take a slightlyoodifferentoapproach and discuss itofrom 

theopointoof view ofosalesoprocess activities. 
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Cron and DeCarlo (2016) divideosalesoprocessoactivities into four categories:ointerest 

creation, pre-purchase,opurchase, and post-purchase, pointingooutothatothese activities 

roughlyomirrorothe selling cycle. The first category,ointerestocreation, includes all of 

the ways inowhichothe potential customerocanolearnoabout the benefits ofotheoproduct 

and company. Duringotheosecondocategory, pre-purchase, customers are actively 

considering and evaluating competitiveoproduct offerings. This phaseoincludes 

activities such as explaining features andobenefits, qualifying prospects,oassessing 

customer needs, problem solving,oandodemonstrating capabilities. Theothirdocategory, 

purchasing, includes activities such as negotiating, bidding,ofinalizingoterms and 

conditions, and writingoproposals. The fourth category,opost-purchase, includes: 

delivery,oinstallation, services, addressingopost-purchase questions, presenting 

newofeatures, and collecting payment. 

Sales Process can be measured in terms of prospecting, pre-approach,oapproach, 

presentation, overcomingoobjections, close, andofollow-up. Prospecting refersoto 

finding the customersothatothe seller aimsoto target (Cousins, 2015):Pre-

approachorefers to planning andopreparationoprior to approaching a potentialocustomer 

(Dickie &Trailer, 2016). Approach includesovarious means of contacting,oandoperhaps 

even meeting the potentialocustomerofor preliminary discussion(s). 

Presentationoinvolves presenting the concept, solution,oproductoor service to the 

potentialocustomer. Trials, pilots, demonstrationsoandotests are oftenoconductedoin this 

phase ofotheosalesoprocess. Overcoming objectionsogenerally occurs in 

conjunctionowithosales negotiations, agreementonegotiations.  
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Given the rapid changingoenvironment, there has beenonumerousocallsofor 

modernizing and enhancingotheosalesoprocess, for example Marshalloetoal. (1999) 

identify new selling activates stemmingofromotechnology use. MoncriefoandoMarshall 

(2005) proposed an updatedosellingoprocess that takes account a relationshipoapproach 

centering on assessing and creatingovalueowhile utilizing database to facilitateotheosale 

process. 

1.1.2 Organizational Performance 

Organizational performance refers to an organization’s ability to find its unique position 

(Porter, 2004). According Baker and Sinkula (2015) organizational performance can be 

defined as process that involves analyzing the achievement of a company against its 

setobjectives and goals. Cascio(2018) defined organizational performance as a practice 

that involves measuring the actual outcomes or organization’s results against its 

intended results or goals and objectives. According to Ayala et al., (2016) organizational 

performance is the process that involves analyzing performance of the company against 

its set objectives and goals. An analysis of the organization’s achievements compared to 

its set objectives and goals gives the actual performance in finances, market and 

shareholder value. Organizational performance is about providingofinancialoreturns be 

it in termsoofoprofits,oreturn on investment (ROI)oorostakeholderoreturns. It is the duty 

of firm managers to provide maximum possible returns to shareholders 

(Barney,2016). Performance is important as its measurement helps in understanding, 

managing and improving the overall functioning state of anorganization. 
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Tholons (2017) state that performance may be managed through service level 

agreements and operating metrics increasing profitability. The internal business process 

performance measures include access to global and specialized best practice standards 

resulting in increased value-added services and customer focus. The learning and 

growth perspective performance includes gaining of new competencies and capabilities 

which may lead to increased value added services and brand awareness (Kaplan & 

Norton, 2015). According to scholars, performance is not affected by personal qualities 

but managerial strategies which influence employee motivation, satisfaction and 

performance (Cascio, 2018). Measurement of performance in management remains a 

vital tool for any success of a business. Information on the results is essential in making 

sound decisions. Performance can be measured using various models discussed by 

Ireland, Cantens & Yasui (2016). These models are balancedoscorecard, shareholder-

based financial performanceoandotripleobottomoline (Harrison & Wicks, 2015).  

The balanced scorecard generates performance measures from the organization’s 

mission, vision and strategy. It provides a tool for comprehensively measuring the 

performance of the organization. It includes the financial aspect which determines the 

economic outcomes of the different decisions undertaken by the organization. Another 

important aspect measured is customer satisfaction levels. It focuses on the customer 

and market and measures critical success measures metrics targeted at these segments. 

Another important measure is on internal processes. It identifies the business processes 

in which the organization performs well.  
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Lastly, balanced scorecard focuses on learning and growth which are essential for long 

term growth of the business (Kaplan & Norton, 1996). The current study will adopt the 

balance scorecard as it has widely been acknowledged as a measure of performance. 

1.1.3 Real Estate in Kenya 

Kenya hasoaohousing deficit of nearlyo2omillion,ogrowing at a rate of approximately 

200,000ounitsoaoyear. Informal settlementsoareoonotheorise in urban areas, 

witho61opercent of theourbanopopulation living in slums andoovercrowdedohomes. 

The WorldoBank in 2017 estimatedothato83opercent of the existing 

housingosupplyoisofor the upper middle incomeoandohighoincome population while, 

onlyo2opercent is for the lowoincome population. The Kenyan government plans to 

launch a low-cost housingoproject to build 30 000 housing unitsoinothe eastoofoNairobi 

byo2020. 

1.1.4 Real Estate Firms in Nairobi 

In the last decade, real estate in Nairobi has grown tremendously due to burgeoning 

middle class with higher disposable incomes. According to the Knight Frank (2016) 

Prime International Residential Index (PIRI) the luxury estate in Kenya experienced the 

highest increase in price globally. Nairobi’soprimeorealoestate value grew byo25%, the 

highest in the country compared to other cities like Mombasa at 20%. These returns 

have attracted many investors to the industry resulting tooanoincreaseoin the number of 

real estateofirms setting up in Nairobi. These firms range from small local companies 

whose interest is managing existing properties, and large international companies who 

have chosen Nairobi as their base to venture into the Industry. Insurance and fund 

management companies have also set up subsidiaries that handle the real estate function 
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of their portfolio (globalpropertyguide,2017) Some of there real estate firms include 

Knight Frank, Hass Consult, Villacare, Cytton Investments, Ryden International, 

Re/max, Axis Real Estate among others. 

In Africa, Nairobi being a large city is home to a huge number of expatriate 

communities because of the increase in the number of multinationals companies that 

have set up their continental headquarters. Knight Frank (2016) ranked the county of 

Nairobi’s real estate sector to be one with the fastest growth rate in the world. This has 

made the city an ideal location for local and multinational real estate firms. Real estate 

player estimate that future demand in real estate investment will be driven by middle 

and low income earners. 

1.2 Research Problem 

The most important part of an organization is that of the sales people. This is because 

they are the ones who actively generate the income for these particular firms. Therefore, 

the organizations should focus on the factors that will trigger performance of the sales 

persons. A lot of research has been done with the main aim being to determine the 

factors that will impact on the performance of the sales people. The researches have 

been entirely based on the researcher’s backgrounds and respective thoughts. There are 

many factors which have been proved to affect the performance of sales persons and 

these include the factors like perceptions of roles, variables of the organization, skills, 

efforts, learning of the salespersons, market orientation both individual and 

organizational, sales skills, orientation of the customers and lastly personal traits among 

several others (Churchil et al., 2013).  
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Sales management safeguards sustainability of revenue through the selection and 

practice of sales models for growth and retention of market share and consequently for 

financial revenue. 

There are numerous real estate firms in Nairobi competing for clients. Kenya’s strong 

attachment to land and landed property has led to a rise in property prices in the last few 

years. Giant players like property developers in the sector have amplified their business 

scope to include products like design & construction, project management, sales and 

letting of complete units (Alexander, 2015). This has exposed all players to in elastic 

rivalry compelling them to not only come up with competitive market responsive 

strategies but also successfully implement them. Strategy coining and effectively 

managing these strategies has been seen as one way of responding to increasing 

uncertainty and complexity in the real estate business environment (Chiuri,2015). 

Studies done previously on the Real Estate industry  have leaned towards marketing 

strategies and performance (Luxton, Reid & Mavondo, 2015, Katsikeaset al.2016, 

Arnett &Wittmann, 2014). Other studies have leaned towards the sales management 

strategy, Annette (2016). Tendai (2015) analyzed the effects marketing strategy  on 

performance  of sales related to Real estate industry in the Zimbabwean republic. 

Abubakar and Muhammad (2015) asserted that sales management practices as positive 

effect on the performance of sales people. Similarly, Karmur and Muhammad (2017) 

found out that both extrinsic and intrinsic motivation, compensation and organizational 

commitment would highly affect the performance of a typical sales person. Annette 

(2016)found that an increase in self- efficacy, the said behaviors decreased, 

nevertheless, the increase in those behaviors occasioned increased sales performance. 
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Locally, Milanoi (2016) found that implementation of quality programs depends on the 

workforce. Mbugua (2017) opined that the pharmaceutical companies were using 

personal selling strategies which resulted in improved performance. Gachanja (2015) 

asserted that the Sales Agents are dissatisfied with certain aspects of their terms and 

conditions of service. Very few researches have been conducted on some selected sales 

process and their effects on performance. The study therefore seeks to examine sales 

process and their influence on performance of Real Estate Firms in Nairobi City County, 

Kenya.  

This study therefore, attempted to answer the following questions. What is the 

relationship between sales process and the  performance of Real Estate Firms in Nairobi 

City County, Kenya? Does sales process has any influence on the Real Estate 

performance? 

1.3 Research Objective 

The objective of the study is to establish the relationship between sales process and the 

performance of Real Estate Firms in Nairobi City County, Kenya. 

1.4. Value of the Study 

The study adds new concept of sales process and their influence on performance of 

organizations. The research seeks to identify issues that have not be satisfactory 

addressed by previous studies from which sales management researchers can learn from 

and tackle issues by applying new and improved approaches. The research will also 

benefit researchers since they will  have better understanding of the concepts applied 

when conducting sales management research. 
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Secondly, the research is of great help to practitioners both public and private and other 

investors who see real estate as an alternative investment vehicle  hence using the 

empirical data here in for them to make informed decisions. It enhances the decision- 

making capabilities of managers who are technically the agents of stakeholder interests 

by providing qualitative and quantitative information from which they can assist their 

decisions. Management in the real estate industry gains insights into the sales process 

they need to adopt when confronted with given environmental changes. 

Lastly, it will also contribute to policy making by helping those professional mandated 

with policy making both in private and Public sector and especially in the real estate 

industry. Policies aim at providing guidelines, regulations, rules and constraints and 

therefore require practical information of the particular state of industry which the 

research the finding here will provide. It may lead to strategic change is the approach 

used by those who make policies from the recommendations of the study. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

The literatureowill cover the key theories underpinning the studyoandotheoempirical 

studies carried out in theoareaoofosalesoprocess and organizational performance .The 

chapter will expound in the research gaps that exists on sales process and organizational 

performance. 

2.2 Theoretical Foundation 

This studyowasoanchored on push and pull marketing theory and resource based theory 

as discussed below. 

2.2.1 Push and Pull Theory 

The push and pull marketing theory refers to strategies that are focused on moving 

information and products between the company and consumers. They identify the 

solutions that are presented by companies to show the relationship between consumers 

and the final demand (Kirkwood, 2009).  A push strategy is the processes that the 

company takes to ensure that the target group is aware of the products through 

marketing channels. In a pull strategy, the market is aware of the products and demand 

requests supply. Push marketing seeks to stimulate the target group and the marketer 

seeks to identify the behaviors of the customer and create brand awareness. This form of 

marketing requires the use of outbound channels such as direct sales, television, and 

catalogs to ensure the intended audience are not only informed of the product but are 
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stimulated to purchase it (Dawson and Henley, 2012). The pull marketing strategy uses 

marketing channels that let the consumer know the company has developed products 

that arise from their needs. Even though the consumer is aware of the existence of the 

products in the market, they are not aware of the specific brand the company has to 

offer.  

Push strategies are used in a stable context where the company uses experience to 

establish a competitive edge in the market since they rely on the same actions in each 

process every time. The strategy is however focused on market intermediaries rather 

than on the consumers. Pull strategies on the other hand operate in an unstable context 

as their success is dependent on the dynamic needs of the consumers. According to 

Mohammad and Som (2010), the strategies are consumer-oriented and thus marketing 

activities cannot be constant since they change over time. The competitive force in push 

strategies is reliant on rigid operational activities while in pull strategies corporate 

competitiveness depends on how fast the company is able to respond to the changing 

needs of the market. 

Corniani (2008) asserts that, using push or marketing strategies independently puts the 

competitive position of a company at risk. Using only push strategies communicates to 

the consumers that the company is aware of their needs but have not put into 

consideration their motivations to purchasing the products. Using pull strategies alone 

on the other had puts the brand at risk of not being discovered by consumers if 

awareness is not created using the right channels. Push and pull strategies are relevant in 

the buying process since every consumer uses the steps before buying a product or 
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service by using inbound and outbound channels. Recognizing the needs of the buyer 

requires outbound channels since the marketer has to agitate their needs. Pull strategies 

are efficient in information search since consumers use the web to find the companies 

that have their needed products (Cook, Khan and Pickett, 2007).  

2.2.2 Resource Based View 

Introduced by Barney (1991), resource based theory focused on the organizations 

attention to internal resources, strategically realigning those resources with view of 

obtaining competitive advantage to its rival firms. According to Barney, strategic 

resources of the firm for which have the potential to strategically place the organization 

at a competitive advantage against its rivals must be rare, valuable, imperfectly imitable 

and not substitutable. The theory suggests that organizations must come up with unique 

means of having competitive edge. Though, the resource based theory plays a 

significant approach to an effective strategy function. As suggested by the theory, 

competitive advantage lies at the heart of a company focusing on strategic management 

(Hamel, 2012). 

The theory assumes that “an organization is a collection of unique resources and 

capabilities that provide the basis for its strategies. In the new competitive landscape,  

this model argues that firms are a collection of evolving capabilities that are managed 

dynamically” (Hitt et al., 1997). Butler argues that the theory fails to address how the 

resources acquire key capabilities required or rather developed to enable the 

organization attain its performance. Nevertheless, the theory assumes that an 

organization can be profitable amidst competitive environment (Butler, 2001). 
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2.3 Step by Step Selling Process 

Salespeople generallyouseotwo types of salesoapproachesoin implementing theosales 

process: transactional andorelational. A transactional salesoapproachofocuses on the 

selling outcome,oincluding creating interest,ohandlingoobjections, and persuading the 

consumer toomake ao purchase. Transactional encounterso areo non-personal, isolated, 

ando episodico inonature (Crosby, Evans, & Cowles, 2016). Transactionalosellers 

emphasize creatingonewobusiness rather than satisfyingoandoretaining current 

customers (Autry, Williams, & Moncrief, 2013). Conversely,oaorelationship selling 

approach is gearedomoreotoomaintaining customer satisfaction inotheolongoterm and in 

generating repeatobusiness. Relational approachesoareobest employed in close, 

continuing,oand interdependent connectionsowithoothers (Crosby et al., 1990). 

Asosuch,orelationship selling activitiesofocus on building trustoandoareotailored to 

buyer/seller co-creationoof solutions forotheoprospect’soneeds, with the focus 

onofrequentocontact and regular communication. 

2.3.1 Prospecting 

The firstostepoofotheosales process isoprospecting. In prospecting, “theosalesperson 

searches foroandoidentifies potential buyersowhoohaveothe need, willingness, 

ability,oand authority to buy theosalesperson’s offering” (Dubinsky & Rudeliuso2016). 

Prospects can be qualified byotheirofinancialoability, volume of business, 

specialoneeds,olocation, and possibilities forogrowth. It involves finding 

potentialocustomers and determines whether they haveoaoneedoforoyour product or 

service andowhether theyocan afford what you offer. Evaluating whetherotheocustomers 

need your productooroserviceoand can afford it is knownoasoqualifying. 
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2.3.2 Pre-approach 

While prospectingoidentifiesopotential customers, in theopre-approach, the salesperson 

strategizes howobestowayotooreach the prospect. During theopre-approach, “the sales 

representativeocollectsospecific prospect information, for instance,otheoprospect’soneeds 

and interests toohelpo‘qualify’ the prospect better,otailorotheosales presentation, avoid 

making seriousomistakes, and develop anoeffectiveowayoto approach the prospect. 

Dubinsky and Rudelius (2016) suggestointerview approaches, foroexample,ophone 

conversations, writtenocommunication, or introduction throughomutualoconnections and 

asking others. 

2.3.3 Approach 

The thirdostepoinotheosalesoprocess is the approach. In the approach,othe salesperson 

tries to create a favorableoimpression in order toobuildorapport with the prospect 

andotoogain and hold theocustomer’soattentionoand interest in the 

salesperson’sooffering. The objective of theoapproachostepois to get the relationship 

offotooaogoodostart. During the approach itoisoimportantotooask key questions 

aboutotheocustomer´s needs or otherwise attract theobuyer’soattention. As in all the 

stages, listeningotootheocustomer is crucial. (Kotler & Armstrong 2012, 503) 

2.3.3 Presentation 

In the presentation,otheosalesperson presents the product-offering,odemonstrates its 

strengths, and explainsowhatoit will do for the customer.oInoaddition, the salesperson 

attempts tooarouseotheoprospect’s desire and conviction forothe product. Buyers want 

the salespeople toolistenotootheiroconcerns, understand theironeeds,oandorespond with 

the right productsoandoservices. The sales presentationomustoalso be carefully planned. 
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In today´s information-overloadedoenvironment customers demand richeropresentation 

experiences. (Kotler & Armstrong 2012, 503-504) 

2.3.4 Overcoming Objections 

In sales,otheogoaloofoovercoming objections isotoomoveopotentialocustomers from their 

unwillingnessotoobuy a product to a desireotoobuyoit. Most customers willoalwaysohave 

objections during theopresentationothat are either logicalooropsychological and often 

unspoken. To handleotheseoobjections, the salesperson shouldotryotoofindoout hidden 

objections, ask the customer tooclarifyoanyoobjections and taking theseoobjections as 

opportunities toopresentomoreoinformation. If properly handled, theseoobjectionsocanobe 

turned into reasonsoforobuying. (Kotler & Armstrong 2012, 504). 

2.3.5 Close 

In the marketingoofogoods andoservices, the close is the stepowhere theoprospect 

makes a decision to purchaseoa product. Salespeople canouseoseveraloclosing 

techniques: asking  for the order,oreviewing points of agreement,oandooffering to help 

in writingothe order. The salespersonocanoalso offer special reasons tooclose such as 

lower pricesooroextra quantitiesoifotheoorderois done right away. (Kotler & Armstrong 

2012, 504) .When the saleoisomade,oprospects agree on youroterms and price or 

negotiateoforomutually beneficial ones. 

2.3.6 Follow-up 

Follow-upoisotheofinal step of theosalesoprocessowherein “The salesperson 

triesotooreduce the customer’sopost-purchase concerns, thereby developingoa satisfied 

customer and increasing theochancesoofofutureorepeat sales” (Dubinsky & Rudelius 
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2015). Follow-up, according to Dubinsky,oisocategorized as customer-

serviceoactivities, customer- satisfaction activities,oandocustomer referral activities 

(Dubinsky, 1981). Customer- Service activity,oforoinstance, is the 

salespersonoservingoas a consultant forotheocustomer, to giveohimooroherospecialized 

guidance inotakingoadvantageoofothe product’s use (Dubinsky,2016). 

2.4 Sales Process and Organizational Performance 

Dzisi and Ofosuo(2014)oexaminedothe relationship between salesoprocessoand the 

performance ofoSMEsoinoGhana.The study was guided by resource based theory and 

agency theory. The study was descriptive and targeted 12,600 SMEs. Primary data was 

gathered using questionnaires. The study adopted cross sectional survey. Firms need to 

carry out sales practices across all sales functions of the companies. Special attention and more 

resources needs to be directed towards recruitment and training in order to build distinctive 

competencies. This could be done through offering in- house seminars. Firms also need to direct 

more attention towards customer service and relationship building by showing interest beyond 

the specific sales tasks. Ardjouman and Asma (2015) also explored 

marketingomanagement strategies employed byoSMEsoinoCoteod’Ivoire for 

performance improvement. The study was guided by agency theory. Primary data was 

gathered using questionnaires. The study adopted cross sectional survey.It was that high 

awarenessolevels about a product to have theosignificanceorole on the 

performanceoofoSMEs. 

In Kenya, Wanjikuo(2015),oestablished that Universities need to segmentotheir market 

and know whichoclientotheyoare targeting so thatotoomeet there needsobefore 

embarking on brand strategies. The needoofotheoclientoshould involve offering 
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qualityoeducationoto students that is affordable. Universities should invest on 

promotionalomaterials to create an image thatomeet customer’soneeds. The 

investigation utilized descriptive survey method research design in collecting and 

analyzing information gathered through surveys. 

Schoviah (2014) in a research inquiry aimed at explaining the influence of sales 

management on an organizations performance, with the Commercial Bank of Kenya 

used as a casing point revealed that sales management have the capacity of increasing 

the sales, profits as well as marketing shares of an organization.The study was guided by 

AIDAs theory and scientific management theory.The study relied on literatures and 

interviews that were conducted with a senior manager at the Commercial Bank of 

Kenya. Aodescriptiveosurveyodesignowasoused. The findings of the study revealed that 

location as well as marketing distribution approaches within the industry influences the 

profits, sales, and marketing shares of banking institutions.  

Geographical location in this regard significantly influences the success and profit 

margin of anorganization. Mbugua (2015) carried out a research on 

personalosellingostrategies and performance of pharmaceuticalofirmsoinoNairobi 

Kenya. The study was guided by agency theory. The theory defines the correlation between 

principals and agents and the designation of control. It describes the best way to establish 

relationships whereby the principal defines the work while the agent executes or makes 

resolutions in the place of the principal.The investigation utilized descriptive survey method 

research design in collecting and analyzing information gathered through surveys. The study 

showed that there is positive strong colleraltion between personal selling and 
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performance. Improved performance was in termsoof,ogreaterosales volumes, 

fasteromovementoofodrugsoandoimproved profit margins. 

Annette Ryerson (2018) carried out an inquisition on Pharmaceutical sales performance: 

Measuringobehavioraloaspects of self- efficacyoasocompared toogeneral self- 

efficacy.The study was guided by resource based theory and agency theory. The study 

was descriptive and targeted  200 Pharmaceutical  companies in Kenya. Primary data 

was gathered using questionnaires. The study adopted cross sectional survey. According 

to the study, Self- efficacy behaviors such as using, getting, planning and giving showed 

a positive relationship with performance. When there was an increase in self- efficacy, 

the said behaviors decreased, nevertheless, the increase in those behaviors occasioned 

increased sales performance. Results proved that a modeloofothisonature would assist 

managementoinopredicting and managing levelsoofoproductivity within the sales force. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Introduction 

Thisochapter describes the style that oadoptedoinothis study. Further, a detailed 

explanation of the method used to collect data as well as analyze the same is discussed. 

The research design as well as study population are also discussed in detail. 

3.2 Research Design 

A researchodesignois the roadmap that research follows. It shows the overall plan and 

structure of the research investigation whose aim is to provide answers to research 

questions through collection, measurement and analysis of data. Aodescriptive cross- 

sectional researchodesignooadopted seeking to collect data that describes events. A 

descriptive cross sectional design is a systematic collection and analysis of data from a 

group of individuals whose characteristics such as work environment, 

educationalbackground and social economic status are the same but differ in variables of 

interest (Mugenda, 2003). This design was effective as it showed the cause and effect 

relationship of variables in the study. The core purpose of descriptive research design 

was to collect information concerning certain phenomena and describe characteristics 

about the phenomenon or population with respect to variables concerned (Kombo & 

Tromp, 2016). 
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3.3 Population of Study 

Populationoconsists of the complete cluster of individuals,oobjects,oitems, cases, articles, 

or things withomutualocharacteristics existing in spaceoatoaospecificoperiod of time that 

are significant to research findings. The population of this study willobeoalloregistered 

real estate developing companiesoin Nairobi Kenya.oThereoareoapproximately 66 

registered realoestate agents whom operate within Nairobi; this is in reference with the 

Estate Agents Registration Board. 

3.4 Data Collection 

Theostudy utilized primaryodata that was collected using questionnaire with closed 

ended statement. The questionnaire will be divided into three parts. Part I will collect 

information on general information, Part II on the Sales Process while Part III on 

Organizational performance. The questionnaire was sent to various real estate firms 

through the email. The respondents are sales manager or marketing manager for the 

various real estate firms. 

3.5 Data Analysis 

 Descriptive analysis focus on working out measures of central tendency and dispersion 

measures. The researcher calculated the mean for the data in order to rank factors that a 

firm considers in choosing the strategies to be adopted. Standard deviation is the most 

widely used measure of dispersion. It will be used to measure the amount of variation of 

a set data of values. In this study, standard deviation was used to establish the variation 

of a particular firm’s data from the industry average. The results of  this analysis  was 

presented using tables and charts. In order to perform all these analyses, the Statistical 

Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) software will be utilized. The multiple linear 
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regressions model was used is shown below: 

Y = β0o+oβo1X1o+oβo2X2o+oβo3X3o+oβo4X4o+oβo5X5o+oe 

Where:oYoisoOrganizationaloPerformanceβ0 is the model ‘s constantβ1 to β 5 are the 

regression coefficients X1 =Prospecting 

X2 =PresentationX3 = Objections X4= Close up 

X5 = Follow up 

variables. E=Error Term 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

DATA ANALYSIS, PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Introduction 

The section contains an analysis of data used and deliberates research results on the 

relationship between sales process and firm performance.  

4.2 Response Rate 

The response rate of the study was 75.7% as 50 out of 66 questionnaires were completed 

successfully and returned for data analysis. The results are agree with Mugenda and 

Mugenda (2013) affirmation showing rates greater than 50% is satisfactory in the 

analysis. Babbie (2010) also claims that a 60% return rate is decent and a 70% return rate 

as excellent. Findings were adequate to analyze the data. This is a sufficient response rate 

and therefore the researcher proceeded with the data analysis. 

4.3 General Information  

This section is concerned with the general information of the respondents. The 

information helps in understanding the background of the respondents under review. It 

sought details on the age, period of working and education level. 

4.3.1 Age of the Respondents 

The partcipicants were asked to indicate their age. Outcomes are indicated in Table 4.1. 
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Years Frequency  Percentage 

21 -30  20 40 

31 -40 15 30 

41 -50 10 20 

51 -60 5 10 

Total 50 100 

 

From Table 4.1, the study found that 40% of the respondents were between 21-30 while 

between 31-40 were 30%.Further among the respondents there were those between 41-50 

were 20% and 51-60 were at 10%. This was justified by the fact that most respondents 

were youth who work in real estate firms.  

4.3.2 Respondent’s Years of Experience 

The participants were required by the research to state number of years of experience. 

Their responses were presented in Table 4.2 

Table 4.2: Respondent’s Number of Years Worked 

Years Frequency Percentage 

 

Below 3 years 10 20.00 

4-6 years 25 50.00 

7-10 years 15 30.00 

Total 50 100.0 
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From Table 4.2, it can be deduced that majority of the respondents, 50%, having been 

with the organization  for  between 4-6 years, followed by 30% of employee who have 

worked between 7-10 years  and lastly, 20% of the employees who have worked less than 

3 years. This shows that 80% of the respondents had worked with real estate  companies 

more than four years and above hence were knowledgeable  about the real estate business 

making them to have reliable and accurate information on the subject under study. 

4.3.3 Highest Level of Education 

The participants were required by the research to state their uppermost education level. It 

separated education category in to 4 categories; Diploma, Bachelor’s, Master’s and 

Doctorate degrees as to determine the respondents’ uppermost education level. Outcomes 

are indicated in Table 4.3. 

Table 4.3: Respondents Academic Qualifications 

Academic Qualifications Frequency Percentage 

 

Diploma 10 20 

Degree 30 60 

Post Graduate Degree 10 20 

Total 50 100.0 

 

From Table 4.3, the study found that 60% of the respondents had a degree and post 

graduate degree holders were 20%. Further among the respondents there were those who 

had diploma at 20%. It shows that most of the respondents had enough qualifications to 

be in management. This also indicates that majority of the employees therefore 
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appreciated to essence of the research instrument and likely provided credible 

information. 

4.4 Sales Process 

Sales process was the independent variable of this study. It was necessary to establish the 

respondents' views regarding sales process in their organization. The sales process was 

evaluated on a 5-point Likert scale, and it was expected that the respondents would either 

agree: "to a very large extent", "large extent", "moderate extent", "little extent", or "Not at 

all". For every single question, the response which denoted the most positive response for 

these practices was allocated 5 points and then 4, 3, 2, and 1 for the least positive 

respectively. For purposes of this analysis, the following was adopted a mean score of 

4.0<5.0 great extent, 3.0<4.0 moderate extent, 2.0<3.0 little extent and 1.0<2.0 did not 

agree.  

4.4.1 Prospecting 

The respondents were given five statements on prospecting and they were asked to 

highlight  their agreement levels. Outcomes are indicated in Table 4.4. 
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Table 4.4: Prospecting 

Statement N Mean Std.dev 

When the sales representative make 

presentation to prospects they ensure it is 

tailored to clients particular needs. 50 4.20 0.89 

  50 3.70 1.08 

The company evaluates whether the customers 

can qualify for product. 50 4.30. 0.92 

The company does proper market research and 

collecting all relevant information regarding   

customer needs. 50 3.80 0.99 

Composite Statistics 50 4.0 0.97 

 

From table 4.4,When the sales representative make presentation to prospects they ensure 

it is tailored to clients particular needshad a mean of 4.20 and a standard deviation of 0.89 

while approaching the right potential customers is crucial to selling process and increasing 

prospecting effectiveness is the fastest way to boost sales as showed by a mean of 3.70 and a 

standard deviation of 0.92.The company evaluates whether the customers can qualify for 

product had a mean of 4.3 and a S.D of 0.92. The company does proper market research 

and collecting all relevant information regarding   customer needs as shown by a mean of 

3.80 and a S.D of 0.99.The overall mean was 4  which imply that prospecting influence 

firm performance at moderate extent.  
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4.4.2 Presentation 

The respondents were given five statements on presentation and they were asked to 

highlight their agreement levels. Outcomes are indicated in Table 4.5. 

Table 4.5: Presentation 

 

 

As per Table 4.5,the staff usually demonstrates   how the products are used to meet the 

need of the potential customer as shown by a mean of 4.11 and a S.D of 1.17.The sales 

representative offers clients with  a gift  during the first interaction as shown by a mean 

of 3.90 and a S.D of 0.89. The firm give free samples  as shown by a mean of 3.73 and a 

S.D of 0.98.Salesperson explain to clients about the product had a mean of 3.34 and 

S.D of 1.19. Lastly, the salespersons use different method such as personal visit, phone 
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call and email had a mean of 3.23 and S.D of 1.07.The overall mean was 3.66 which 

imply that presentation influence firm performance at moderate extent.  

4.4.3 Objections 

The respondents were given five statements on objections and they were asked to 

highlight their agreement levels. Outcomes are indicated in Table 4.6 

Table 4.6:Objections 

 

Statement 

   N 
Mean 

Standard. 

Deviation 

 

The salesperson usually try to find out 

hidden objections from customers 

    50 
4.11 .504 

The sales representative usually ask 

customers to clarify any complain they 

have during presentations. 

    50 

4.54 .505 

The sales representative explains to 

customers how our services will offer 

solution to their problem. 

     50 

4.23 .798 

The sales representative takes the 

complain as opportunities to present more 

information. 

     50 

4.63 .547 

 
The sales team usually handles objections 

with best possible case response. 

     50  
4.26 .611 

 Composite Statistics      50 4.35 .652 

 

From the Table 4.6, the sales representative takes the complain as opportunities to present 

more information with a mean 4.63 and S.D of .547.The sales representative usually ask 

customers to clarify any complain they have during presentations with a mean score of 

4.54 and S.D 0.505. The sales team usually handles objections with best possible case 
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response with a mean of 4.26 and S.D of .611.Further,the sales representative explains to 

customers how our services will offer solution to their problem with a mean of 4.23 and 

S.D of 798. The salesperson usually try to find out hidden objections from customers 

with a mean of 4.11 and S.D of 504. The overall mean was 4.35 which imply that 

objections influence firm performance at great extent.  

4.4.4 Followup 

The respondents were given five statements on followup and they were asked to highlight 

their agreement levels. Outcomes are indicated in Table 4.7 

Table 4.7:Followup 

Statement N Mean Std. dev 

Adequate and appropriate non-financial 

rewards are given to the loyal customers. 

 50 4.18 0.95 

The sales representative would request 

feedback about the real estate services. 

  50 3.73 1.06 

A follow-up call is done after the transaction is 

in the process and after it complete 

  50 3.57 0.99 

Followup is done to ensure continuity of the 

business relation 

  50 3.00 1.02 

The salespersons usually call customers to 

ensure satisfaction. 

  50 3.40 1.05 

Composite mean    50 3.57 1.01 

 

From table 4.7, adequate and appropriate non-financial rewards are given to the loyal 

customers with a mean of 4.18 and S.D of 0.95. The sales representative would request 

feedback about the real estate services as shown by a mean of 3.73 and a S.D of 1.06. 
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Further,a follow-up call is done after the transaction is in the process and after it complete 

with a mean of 3.57 and S.D of 0.99.The salespersons usually call customers to ensure 

satisfactionwith a mean of 3.40 and S.D of 1.05. The overall mean was 3.57 which imply 

that followup influence firm performance at moderate extent.  

4.5 Firm Performance 

Firm performance was the dependent variable under this study. It was necessary to 

establish the respondents' views regarding competitive advantage in their organization. 

The competitive advantage was evaluated on 5-point Likert scale, it was expected 

participants would either agree: "to a very large extent", "large extent", "moderate 

extent", "little extent", or "Not at all".  

For every single question, the response which denoted the most positive response for 

these practices was allocated 5 points and then 4, 3, 2, and 1 for the least positive 

respectively. For purposes of this analysis, the following was adopted a mean score of 

4.0<5.0 great , 3.0<4.0 moderate, 2.0<3.0 little and 1.0<2.0 did not agree. The results are 

indicated in Table 4.8 
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Table 4. 8: Firm Performance 

Financial  
N 

Mean SD 

Increase in sales last three years   
50 

4.63 0.487 

Increase in profit last three years 
50 

4.60 0.493 

The  firm  return of investment has been  increasing 

over the  last three years 

50 

4.57 0.498 

Mean 
50 

4.56 0.498 

Customer 
 

Mean S.D 

Increased referral reflects customer satisfaction. 
50 

4.57 0.554 

Customer retention is key for growth of the firm 
50 

4.56 0.528 

Continuity improvement in customer loyalty due to 

better services   

50 

4.56 0.555 

Mean 
50 

4.54 0.551 

Internal Process 
 

Mean S.D 

There has been efficiency in operation management of 

the firm 

50 

4.54 0.582 

There has been reduction of administration cost. 
50 

4.53 0.583 

The firm has been releasing innovative and 

differentiated services over   a period of time. 

50 

4.53 0.557 

Mean 
50 

4.49 0.586 

Organization Capacity 
 

Mean S.D 

The firm allocates funds for employee training. 
50 

4.50 0.532 

There is personal and career growth and development 

of employees in the firm 

50 

4.41 0.625 

The employees have a positive attitude and deliver 

excellent customer service. 

50 

4.44 0.581 

Mean 
50 

4.50 0.567 

Aggregate Mean 
50 

4.53 0.543 
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An aggregate mean of 4.53(SD= 0.543) was realised indicating that the firm performance 

of real estate firms in Nairobi County, Kenya has greatly improved over the years. The 

most improved performance parameters were financial at a mean of 4.56 and S.D 0.498 

followed by customer at a mean of 4.54 and S.D of 0.551, organization capacity at a 

mean of 4.50 S.D of .567 and lastly internal process with a mean of 4.49 and S.D of 

0.586.  This implies that financial measure is an important factor for firm performance. 

The findings contradict Kimani (2014) who argued that over time the use of financial 

measures to measure firm performance has become obsolete and inadequate hence the 

backing of the use of non-financial measure. 

4.6 Correlation Analysis 

Pearson Correlation analysis was employed to determine the linkage amid the study 

variables. 

4.6.1 Correlation Analysis 

Correlation analysis was done to determine association amid predictor and response 

variables. In this study it helped in determining the association between sales process and  

firm performance. Outcomes are indicated in Table 4.9. 
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Table 4.9: Correlation Analysis 

 

From the above Table 4.9, there is positive correlation between prospecting and firm 

performance   at Pearson’s correlation coefficient of r=0.783 and significance level of 

0.01.  

Likewise, presentation has positive linkage with firm performance at r=0.638 and 

significance level of 0.01. Objections had irrelevant positive linkage with  firm 

performance at a Pearson’s correlation coefficient of 0.466 and level of significance of 

0.05. Finally, Followup have significant relationship with firm performance at a 

Pearson’s correlation of 0.625 and significance value of 0.01. 
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4.7 Regression 

A regression model was employed in ascertaining correlation amid the research 

parameters. Predicted parameter is the firm performance while the independent is the 

sales process. It was utilized in analyzing association amid predictor and predicted 

variable. 

Coefficient of determination details the percentage of variation in predicted component 

that’s clarified by all the 5 predictor components or the degree to which a change in 

dependent element can be explicated following variation in predictor parameters. 

Research used SPSS V 21.0 in coding, keying in, and processing the multi-regression 

data. 

4.7.1 Model Summary 

Firm performance was regressed against sales process. Table 4.10 shows the model 

summary. 

Table 4.10: Model Summary 

 

 Predictors: (Constant), prospecting, presentations, objections and followup. 

From the findings in the model summary  Table 4.10, the adjusted R square was 0.767 

implying that 76.7 percent of the firm performance could be explained by sales process. 
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This shows that 23.3% of the firm performance can be explained by other factors other 

than prospecting presentations, objections and followup. 

4.7.2 Goodness of Fit of the Model 

The purpose of this was to assess the impact predictor variables on the response 

variable.Indicated on Table 4.11. 

Table 4.11: ANOVA 

 

As shown in Table 4.11, F (4,49)=2.427 was significant at 95% level of confidence. This 

postulates that the model used was fit to explain the relationship between the sales 

process and competitive advantage. Significance explains the usefulness of regression 

model at 95% level of confidence in which p-value of the ANOVA is less than alpha (0 < 

0.05) hence it was concluded that sales process is significant predicator of firm 

performance.  

4.7.3 Model Regression Coefficients 

Table 4.12 highlights unstandardized coefficients, standardized coefficients, t statistic and 

significant values. 
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Table 4.12: Regression Coefficients 

 

 

From Table 4.12, implies that when one improves prospecting by one unit, there is an 

increase in firm performance by 0.149 units. When one improves presentations by one 

unit, there is an increase in firm performance by 0.247 units.When one improves 

objections by one unit, there is an increase in firm performance by 0.239 units. Finally, 

when one improves followup by one unit, there is an increase in firm performance by 

0.200 units. 

The regression equation was as follows:  

Y = 0.179 + 0.149X1 + 0.247X2 + 0.239X3 + 0.200X4 

Where: 

Y =  Firm’s performance 

X1= Prospecting  

X2 = Presentations  

X3 = Objections  

X4 =Followup   
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 4.8 Discussion of Findings 

The study findings also relate to the push and pull theory which refer to strategies that are 

focused on moving information and products between the company and consumers.The results 

demonstrate that real estate’s use push strategy to ensure that the target group is aware of the 

products through marketing channels. These findings align with the assertion of Ittner and 

Larcker, (2016) who stated that the push and pull marketing strategy uses marketing channels 

that let the consumer know the company has developed products that arise from their needs. Even 

though the consumer is aware of the existence of the products in the market, they are not aware of 

the specific brand the company has to offer.In the same way Lee and Grewal (2015) stated 

that pursuing a product development strategy, the management attempts to sell a new 

product to current customers with an aim to enhance firm performance. 

It was found out that most respondents were youth who work in real estate firms and 80% 

of the respondents had worked with real estate  companies more than four years and 

above hence were knowledgeable  about the real estate business making them to have 

reliable and accurate information on the subject under study. Lastly, that most of the 

respondents had enough qualifications to be in management. This also indicates that 

majority of the employees therefore appreciated to essence of the research instrument and 

likely provided credible information. 

It was found out that prospecting influence firm performance at moderate extent. The 

statement was supported by the company evaluates whether the customers can qualify for 

product as showed and the sales representative make presentation to prospects they 

ensure it is tailored to clients particular needs. The above findings is supported by 
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According to Krishnamoorthy (2015), in order to meet the objectives, the sales manager 

needs to predict the future. Most of the employees are aware of corporate and divisional 

goals and objectives as well are their role during setting performance criteria. The sales 

department had separate budget to facilitate its operations.On the other hand,presentation 

influence firm performance at moderate extent. It was supported by the following 

statementthe staff usually demonstrates   how the products are used to meet the need of 

the potential customer and the sales representative offers clients with  a gift  during the 

first interaction. Milanoi (2016) organization is more likely to realize the benefits of 

implementation of quality if the workforce is well trained, more involved and 

empowered.  Majority of the sales responsibility is delegated to sales force such as client 

query and prospects as well as monitoring distinct sales results. The organization were 

found to have effective internal communication that ensure there is efficient coordination 

of sales related activities and the management projects required information and 

resources to achieve sales implementation.  

It was found out thatobjections influence firm performance at great extent. The sales 

representative takes the complains as opportunities to present more information and the 

sales representative usually ask customers to clarify any complain they have during 

presentations. The statement is supported by Krishnamoorthy (2015), in order to meet the 

objectives, the sales manager needs to predict the future. Most of the employees are 

aware of corporate and divisional goals and objectives as well are their role during setting 

performance criteria. The sales department had separate budget to facilitate its operations. 

All firms carried out sales forecasting but at different extent depending on the importance 

of sales forecasting function in the management of sales.  
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It was found out that followup influence firm performance at moderate extent. Adequate 

and appropriate non-financial rewards are given to the loyal customers and the sales 

representative would request feedback about the real estate services.The statement is 

supported by Regina Mbogo (2013) indicated it is paramount that the top management 

show their loyalty to the implementation process and to persuade the employees of their 

ideas for strategy implementation. 

The study found out that there is positive correlation between sales process and firm 

performance. The study applied regression analysis in establishing the influence of sales 

process on firm performance. Coefficient of determination was found to be a good fit for 

the data; R2=0.767, hence a satisfactory predictor. Overall regression model was found to 

be statistically significant as evidenced by the p-value 0.000 (<0.05). 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMEDATIONS 

5.1 Introduction 

This Chapter focuses on the findings obtained from the data analysis as well as the 

conclusions reached. It also includes the recommendations and suggestions for further 

research on this topic. The researcher set out to establish the relationship between the 

sales process and the performance of Real Estate Firms in Nairobi City County, Kenya. 

From the results of data analysis, the researcher will be able to give their view as to 

whether this objective has been met or not. 

5.2 Summary of the Finding 

The objectives of the study were to establish the relationship between the sales process 

and the performance of Real Estate Firms in Nairobi County, Kenya.It was found out that 

most respondents were youth who work in real estate firms and 80% of the respondents 

had worked with real estate companies more than four years and most of the respondents 

had enough qualifications to be in management. This also indicates that majority of the 

employees therefore appreciated to essence of the research instrument and likely 

provided credible information. 

It was found out that prospecting influence firm performance at moderate extent. The 

statement was supported by the company evaluates whether the customers can qualify for 

product as showed and the sales representative make presentation to prospects they 

ensure it is tailored to clients particular needs. Presentation influence firm performance at 
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moderate extent. It was supported by the following statement the staff usually 

demonstrates   how the products are used to meet the need of the potential customer. 

It was found out that objections influence firm performance at great extent. The sales 

representative takes the complains as opportunities to present more information and the 

sales representative usually ask customers to clarify any complain they have during 

presentations. Lastly, followup influence firm performance at moderate extent. Adequate 

and appropriate non-financial rewards are given to the loyal customers. 

The study found out that there is positive correlation between sales process and firm 

performance. The regression analysis found that the regression model employed in this 

study was a good predictor. The model was statistically significant as demonstrated by 

analysis of variance whose p-value was less than 0.05.  

5.3 Conclusion of the study 

The study concludes that objections influence firm performance at great extent while 

presentation,prospecting and follow up influence firm performance at moderate extent. 

Real estate firms practice sales process, improvement is needed on identifying the 

specific sales process that work best. Real estate firms need to identify their unique 

resources and deploy them in them most efficient way. The study also revealed the need 

for real estate firms to have a marketing department separate from the sales department 

that focuses on all the firm’s marketing activities. 
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Sales Process enhances cooperation between the sales force and sales managers and 

therefore enhances internal orientation. Sales process therefore builds value based vision 

by allowing participation of both parties. It is evident that employing sales practices leads 

to effectiveness of the sales force who are the main drivers of revenue. This is an 

invaluable resource that leads to better competitiveness in the industry. The study 

revealed that the capabilities that greatly impact the firms are information based. 

The study showed that performance of real estate  firms can be improved by adopting 

sales process that create efficiency and effectiveness in the sales implementation process 

as well as sales evaluation and control. This will help improve innovation and provide 

unique opportunities for exploiting new or more capabilities. One way of doing this is by 

intensifying training to enhance product knowledge, presentation skills as well as 

customer service. The study also revealed the importance of recruiting the right sales 

force for the job. This is in line with the classical management theory that emphasizes on 

the need to recruit appropriate people for the job. 

5.4 Recommendations 

Firms need to carry out sales practices across all sales functions of the companies. 

Special attention and more resources needs to be directed towards recruitment and 

training in order to build distinctive competencies. This could be done through offering 

in- house seminars. Firms also need to direct more attention towards customer service 

and relationship building by showing interest beyond the specific sales tasks. 
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Firms also need to put more value in performance reviews and should involve the sales 

force in the process in order for them to express their ideas and expectations in attaining 

company goals and objectives. Involving the sales force will allow them to be more 

aware of the sales managers’ and company’s expectations towards them. Performance 

appraisal needs to be optimized for effective decision making in order to help employees 

improve on their normal performance. 

The study recommends that the organization should enact policies and procedures that 

promote strong employee engagement, understanding and commitment to the vision, 

mission and objectives of the company. This is because the employees are the major 

players in the implementation process of a strategy. Therefore, with a clear picture of the 

firm vision the employees are able to work towards a common goal in pursuit to achieve 

the set targets and business strategy success. 

5.5 Limitations of the Study 

One of the challenges was that, the target respondents for this study were managers. 

Majority of them were quite busy and had tight schedule due to work pressure and could 

not therefore have adequate time to answer the questionnaires at the time the researcher 

presented the questionnaire to them. To ensure that they adequately answered the 

questionnaire, the researcher used drop and pick later method as to allow the respondents 

to answer the questionnaire at their own free time. 
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The current study was limited to primary data that was collected using questionnaires. 

However, it could be prudent when data is obtained from both the primary and secondary 

sources were used to substitute each other. At the same time, not all questionnaires that 

the researcher issued to respondents were returned. 

Another limitation of this study is that it only focused on sales process; however, there 

are other factors that are very instrumental in the sales process. These factors include but 

not limited to prospecting, presentations, objections and followup.  

5.6 Recommendation for Further Studies 

The study used quantitative approach and adopted cross sectional survey which involved 

capturing the perceptions and opinions of respondents. Cross sectional survey was 

selected because it was the best method for analysis. Therefore, there is need for a similar 

research to be carried out based on qualitative approaches.  

The focus of this study was on the relationship between the influences of sales process 

and the performance of Real Estate Firms in Nairobi County, Kenya. There is need for a 

similar study to be extended in financial institutions to establish the similarity of the 

finding. The research also suggests that the future studies should focus on different 

variables other than those used in this study. 

The gist of this study was sales process; however there are other factors that influence 

sales process within an organization. This paper therefore recommends further studies on 

other related factors such as sales training, rewards to sales staff and organizational 

leadership in relation to sales process. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix  I: Questionnaire 

 
SECTION B: SELLING PROCESS 

PROSPECTING 

Toowhatoextentodooyouoagreeowithotheofollowingoattributes prospecting on exhibited 

by your firm? Usingoaoscaleoofo1o-o5,otickotheoappropriateoanswerofrom the 

alternatives 

 

provided. 1o=oStronglyodisagree,o2o=oDisagree,o3o=oUncertain, 4 = Agree and 5 

=Strongly agree 

Component 1 2 3 4 5 

When the sales representative make presentation to 

prospects they ensure it is tailored to clients particular 

needs. 
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Approachingotheorightopotential customers is crucial to 

the sellingoprocessoandoincreasing prospecting 

effectivenessoisotheofastestoway to boost sales. 

     

The company evaluates whether the customers can qualify 

forproduct. 

     

The company does proper market research and collecting 

all relevant information regarding customer needs. 

     

Our products meet customer need      

PRESENTATION 

 

To whatoextentodooyouoagree with the following attributesoonopresentation exhibited 

by your firm? Using aoscaleoofo1o-o5, tick the appropriateoanswerofrom the alternatives 

provided. 1o=oStronglyodisagree,o2o=oDisagree,o3o=oUncertain, 4 = Agree and 5 = 

Strongly agree 

 

Component 1 2 3 4 5 

The  staff usually demonstrates how the products are 

used to meet the need of the potential customer. 

     

Firm give away free samples      

The salespersonoexplains the value storyotootheobuyer and 

shows howotheocompany ́s offering solvesotheocustomer ́s 

problems. 

     

The sales representative offers clients with a gift during the 

first interaction 

     

The salespersons use different method such as personal 

visit, phone call and email. 
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OBJECTIONS 

To whatoextentodooyouoagree with the followingoattributesoonoobjections exhibited by 

your firm? Usingoaoscaleoofo1o-o5,otick the appropriate answerofromotheoalternatives 

provided. 1= Stronglyodisagree,o2o=oDisagree, 3 = Uncertain, 4 = 

Agreeoando5o=oStronglyoagree 

Component 1 2 3 4 5 

Find hidden objections      

The sales representative usually ask customers to clarify 

any complain they have during presentations. 

     

The sales representative explains to customers how our 

services will offer solution to their problem. 

     

The sales representative takes the complain as 

opportunities to present more information. 

     

The sales team usually handles objections with best 

possible case response. 

     

 

FOLLOWUP 

To whatoextentodooyouoagree with the followingoattributesoonofollow up exhibited by 

your firm? Usingoaoscaleoofo1o-o5,otick the appropriateoanswerofromotheoalternatives 

provided. 1= strongly disagree,o2o=oDisagree, 3 = Uncertain, 4 = 

Agreeoando5o=ostrongly agree 

Component 1 2 3 4 5 

Adequate and appropriate non-financial rewards are given 

to the loyal customers. 

     

The sales representative would request feedback about the 

real estate services. 

     

A follow-up call is done after the transaction is in the 

process and after it complete 

     

Followup is done to ensure continuity of the business 

relation 
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The salespersons usually call customers to ensure 

satisfaction. 

     

 

SECTION C. ORGANIZATIONAL PERFORMANCE 

 

Financial  1 2 3 4 5 

Firm overall sales have grown over the last 3years.      

Firm’s profitability has improved over the last 3years.      

The  firm  return of investment has been  increasing over 

the  last three years 

     

 Customer 1 2 3 4 5 

Increased referral reflects customer satisfaction.      

Customer retention is key for growth of the firm      

Continuity improvement in customer loyalty due to better 

services   

     

Internal Process 1 2 3 4 5 

There has being efficiency in operation management of the 

firm. 

     

There has being reduction of administration cost.      

The firm has been releasing innovative and differentiated 

services over   a period of time. 

     

Organization Capacity 1 2 3 4 5 

The firm allocates funds for employee training.      

There is personal and career growth and development of 

employees in the firm. 

     

The employees have a positive attitude and deliver excellent 

customer service. 
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Appendix II: List of Sample Registered real estate firms in Nairobi Kenya 

1. AMS PropertiesLtd 

2. Axis Real Estate 

3. Azizi Realtors 

4. Banda Homes 

5. Beyond Media 

6. Broll Kenya Limited 

7. BuyRent Kenya 

8. Centum Properties Limited 

9. Coral Properties Limited 

10. Crystal Valuers Limited 

11. Cytonn Investment Limited 

12. Diamond Property Merchants 13Dinara Developers 

14. Dunhill Consulting Limited 

16. EdificeLtd 

17. Fair Deal Properties 

18. Fortress Consulting Ltd 

19. FusionCapital. 

20. Gakuyo Real EstateLimited 

22. GimcoLimited 

23. Greenspan Investment Limited 

24. Kenya Interiors Ltd 

25. HassConsult 

26. HomeAfrika 

27. Home Fix Ltd 

29. Homes Universal Ltd 

30. Homescope Properties Limited 

31. Kings Developers Limited 

32. Kings Pride Properties Limited 

33. KnightFrank 

35. Land Link Africa Ltd 
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36. Landmark Realtors Limited 

37. Laser Property Services Limited 

38. Liberty Homes Ltd 

39. Llyod Masika Limited 

40.M & D Homes (K) Ltd 

41. M & MDesigns 

42. Mentor Group Limited 

43. Myspace Properties Kenya 

44. Norwich Union Properties Limited 

45. New Realite Limited 

46. Optiven Enterprises Limited 

47. Pam Golding Properties 

48. Pentagon Properties 

49. Property24 

50. Property PointKenya 

51. Regent Management Ltd 

52. RydenInternational 

54. Sigimo Enterprises Ltd 

55. Security 24Ltd 

56. Silver Flames Properties Limited 

57. Sky Management Limited 

58. Sterling Partners Limited 

59. Superior Homes Kenya 

60. Suraya Properties Limited 

61. Sultan Palace 

62. Sweet Homes ManagementLimited 

63. TRV Group ofCompanies 

64. Tysons Limited 

65. Vaal RealEstate 

66. Villa Care KenyaLtd 

Source: Registrar of Real Estate Companies 2019 


